DOORSTOPS

• **WANTED** for endangering the lives of our patients and staff. This cunning character works with fire to help it spread. It will hold the door open allowing it’s friends, smoke and fire to move about the building trapping and possibly killing the occupants of the building.

• **ALIAS:** Door prop, door wedge, door holder, wood chuck

• **APPEARANCES:** Has the ability to change appearances – can look like, rubber wedges, wood wedge, pen, folders paper or cardboard, syringes, carts or just about anything else that can be stuffed under or put in front of a door.

• **ACTION:** Apprehend the criminal, escort him out of the building. If you need assistance – contact Health, Safety and Environment for instructions.

• **PREVENTION PLAN:** You can prevent this criminal from entering our building by contacting Health, Safety and Environment for information on alternatives to doorstops. Do not help it do its evil work.

**QUESTIONS REGARDING THIS CRIMINAL SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO HEALTH, SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT (5-5918)**